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Experimental investigation of the neutral sheet profile
during magnetic reconnection *

Masaaki Yamada,†,a) Hantao Ji, Scott Hsu, Troy Carter, Russell Kulsrud,
and Fedor Trintchouk
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, P. O. Box 451, Princeton, New Jersey 08543

~Received 12 November 1999; accepted 1 February 2000!

During magnetic reconnection, a ‘‘neutral sheet’’ current is induced, heating the plasma. The
resultant plasma thermal pressure forms a stationary equilibrium with the opposing magnetic fields.
The reconnection layer profile holds significant clues about the physical mechanisms which control
reconnection. In the Magnetic Reconnection Experiment@M. Yamadaet al., Phys. Plasmas4, 1936
~1997!#, a quasi steady-state and axisymmetric neutral sheet profile has been measured precisely
using a magnetic probe array with spatial resolution equal to one quarter of the ion gyro-radius. It
was found that the reconnecting field profile fits well with a Harris-type profile@E. G. Harris, Il
Nuovo Cimento23, 115 ~1962!#, B(x);tanh(x/d). This agreement is remarkable since the Harris
theory does not take into account reconnection and associated electric fields and dissipation. An
explanation for this agreement is presented. The sheet thicknessd is found to be;0.4 times the ion
skin depth, which agrees with a generalized Harris theory incorporating nonisothermal electron and
ion temperatures and finite electric field. The detailed study of additional local features of the
reconnection region is also presented. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection,1 the topological rearrangemen
of magnetic field lines, is a basic plasma phenomena
wide-ranging importance. It plays a major role in the evo
tion of solar flares2 and in the interaction of the solar win
with the earth’s magnetosphere,3 and it often plays a domi-
nant role in determining the confinement characteristics
high-temperature fusion plasmas.4 Recent detailed data from
laboratory plasma experiments, satellite observations, th
retical analysis, and computer simulations have advanced
understanding of magnetic reconnection both in space
laboratory plasmas.

The reconnection layer, often called the neutral shee
a focal point of reconnection research since magnetohy
dynamics~MHD! breaks down locally in the layer, while
globally, the plasma has large Lundquist number and is
proximated well by ideal MHD. Precise measurements of
neutral sheet profile can provide important clues to help
derstand the physical mechanisms of reconnection. Tha
to significant progress in data acquisition technology in
past two decades, the detailed magnetic field structure o
neutral sheet has been measured in laboratory plasmas
tensive data have been accumulated in highly conduc
MHD plasmas with large Lundquist numbersS510–1000,
where S is the ratio of the magnetic diffusion time to th
Alfvén transit time.

MRX5 ~Magnetic Reconnection Experiment! was built in
1995 at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory for

*Paper LI11 Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.44, 219 ~1999!.
†Invited speaker.
a!Electronic mail: myamada@pppl.gov
1781070-664X/2000/7(5)/1781/7/$17.00
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comprehensive study of magnetic reconnection in a c
trolled environment. It has generated much fundamental d
on magnetic reconnection in MHD plasmas. Our experim
has already addressed important issues related to the re
nection layer. Based on detailed magnetic field measu
ments by high-resolution magnetic probes, evolution of p
loidal flux contours were deduced, demonstrating import
two-dimensional~2D! features of magnetic reconnection6

The reconnection rate was also seen to agree with a gen
ized Sweet–Parker model.7,8

Generally, analysis of magnetic reconnection is divid
into local and global issues. In local treatments, the rec
nection rate is determined by local plasma parameters in
reconnection region. In these analyses, boundaries are
specified and boundary conditions are often replaced by
tial conditions for plasma flow velocity. In global treatmen
on the other hand, the reconnection rate is considered t
influenced or determined by the three-dimensional~3D! to-
pology of the plasma configuration. Boundaries are well
fined and the conservation of total flux or helicity is ofte
discussed. Three dimensional MHD modes are often
volved, and particle acceleration in all three dimensions
possible. The present paper addresses the most fundam
local reconnection physics issues by studying the feature
the reconnection layer in MRX.

As magnetic field lines break and reconnect around
neutral layer, a current sheet is generated, heating
plasma. The plasma thermal pressure then forms an equ
rium with the magnetic pressure of the opposing magn
field. While MHD can be used to treat the plasma globa
more general theories are necessary for a proper treatme
the neutral layer, where MHD breaks down. An importa
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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question is what determines the profile of the reconnec
layer. Harris9 found analytical one-dimensional~1D! solu-
tions for the magnetic field, plasma pressure, current den
and sheet thickness of a collisionless current sheet by sol
the Vlasov–Maxwell equations with three important assum
tions: ~1! No electric field;~2! electrons and ions drifting in
opposite directions at the diamagnetic speed; and~3! equal
and spatially uniform electron and ion temperatures. T
Harris solution is an elegant description of a neutral sh
and, therefore, is referenced very often in reconnection
search. Numerical simulations have yielded10–13 favorable
comparisons with the Harris sheet, showing that the sh
thickness being equal to the ion skin-depth.13 However, to
our knowledge, the Harris sheet has not been previously
vestigated experimentally. The precise determination
magnetic field profiles in MRX now enables a detailed stu
of the current sheet thickness as a function of relevant
rameters, which is the subject of this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presen
generalized theory of the Harris collisionless neutral sh
Section III describes the experimental apparatus of MR
Section IV presents detailed experimental results of the n
tral sheet profile during reconnection. Section V conclud
the paper with a summary and discussion.

II. THEORY OF A GENERALIZED HARRIS SHEET

A steady-state, collisionless current sheet can be a
lyzed using the steady-state Vlasov–Maxwell system
equations

v•
] f

]r
1

q

m
~E1v3B!•
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]v
50, ~1!

“3E50, ~2!

“"E5
e

e0
S E f idv2E f edvD , ~3!

“3B5em0S E vf idv2E vf edvD , ~4!

“"B50, ~5!

where E is the electric field,B the magnetic field,v the
particle velocity, andf i ( f e) the ion ~electron! distribution
function. In general, the equations are nonlinear and can
be solved numerically. However, E. G. Harris9 derived a 1D
steady-state analytical solution with specific assumptio
Below, we re-derive the Harris solution, relaxing a few of t
original assumptions.

All solutions of Eq.~1! must be a function of the con
stants of the motion, i.e., the total energyW[mv2/26ef
and the canonical momentum in they and z directions,py

[mvy6eAy andpz[mvz , respectively. Here,f is the elec-
trostatic potential and the vector potentialA is assumed to
have only ay componentAy . Consider the distribution func
tion
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where the constant,T5Te (Ti), is the electron~ion! tem-
perature and the constant,V5Ve (Vi), is the electron~ion!
drift speed in they direction. Because the argument of th
exponential can be written as (2W1pyV2mV2/2)/T, f is a
function of the constants of the motion and, therefore, a
lution of Eq.~1!. Harris realized that this shifted Maxwellia
is the most natural solution. Here, we relax Harris’ assum
tions Te5Ti andVi52Ve .

In this 1D model, all variables are assumed to vary o
in x, andTi , Te , Vi , andVe are all assumed to be constan
They direction is the direction of the current. The system
equations can be simplified significantly by assuming thaE
has only anx componentEx52]f/]x. And sinceAy is
assumed to be the only nonzero component ofA, B has only
a z componentBz5]Ay /]x. It should be noted thatEy50
and the collisionless assumptions mean that there is no
sipation and hence no reconnection in this model.

Substitution of Eq.~6! into Eqs.~3! and ~4! yields two
coupled nonlinear differential equations forf andAy ,

]2f

]x2
52

en0

e0
H expFe~ViAy2f!

Ti
G

2expF2e~VeAy2f!

Te
G J , ~7!

]2Ay

]x2
52en0m0H Vi expFe~ViAy2f!

Ti
G

2Ve expF2e~VeAy2f!

Te
G J . ~8!

By using normalized variablesf̂[ef/Te and x̂[x/(c/vpi)
~wherevpi[n0e2/e0mi is the ion plasma frequency!, Eq. ~7!
is cast into dimensionless form

]2f̂

] x̂2
52S c/vpi

lD
D 2H expFe~ViAy2f!

Ti
G

2expF2e~VeAy2f!

Te
G J , ~9!

where the left-hand side~LHS! is of order unity but
(c/vpi /lD)2 is of order 106 (lD is the Debye length in
MRX!. Therefore, quasineutrality$•••%.0 must be satis-
fied, leading to an ambipolar potential

f5
TeVi1TiVe

Te1Ti
Ay . ~10!

Interestingly,f is proportional toAy . Substituting Eq.~10!
into Eq. ~8! gives a nonlinear equation in onlyAy
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]2Ay

]x2
52en0m0~Vi2Ve!expFe~Vi2Ve!

Te1Ti
AyG . ~11!

With appropriate boundary conditions, this equation can
solved analytically, yielding modified Harris solutions

Ay52dB0 log coshS x

d D , ~12!

Bz52B0 tanhS x

d D , ~13!

j y5
B0

m0d
sech2S x

d D , ~14!

Ex5
TeVi1TiVe

Te1Ti
B0 tanhS x

d D , ~15!

p5n0~Te1Ti !sech2S x

d D , ~16!

whereB0
2/(2m0)5n0(Te1Ti). The current sheet thicknessd

is given by

d5
c

vpi

A2~Te1Ti !/mi

Vi2Ve
5

c

vpi

A2Vs

Vdrift
, ~17!

where Vs[A(Te1Ti)/mi and Vdrift[Vi2Ve is the relative
drift between ions and electrons. It should be noted that
above solution is more general than the original Harris so
tion, which is limited toEx5f50. The original Harris so-
lution can be recovered by settingTe5Ti5T andVi52Ve

5V in Eq. ~17! which yield d5(c/vpi)(AT/mi /V).
Since the Harris solution is only one of many whic

might be obtained by choosingf as a function of the con
stants of the motion~albeit the one most easily solved an
lytically!, one might ask why the experiment ‘‘selects’’ th
Harris profile. A possible explanation might the following.
the experiment, the ion crossing time of the layer, which
equal to the ion cyclotron time since the thickness of
layer is approximately one ion gyro-radius, and the ion–
collision time are much shorter than the time the plas
takes to flow through the layer. As a result, the ions sho
be in an equilibrium state, neglecting the reconnection ve
ity Vx . Furthermore, as confirmed by experiment, they
isothermal across the layer, satisfying the full Vlaso
Fokker–Planck equation. Now the Harris solution satisfi
the Vlasov equation as discussed above. However, it
shifted Maxwellian solution, Eq.~6!, which makes the ion–
ion Fokker–Planck term vanish, and it is probably the o
solution of the Vlasov equation which does this. As a res
the ion current is proportional to an exponential inAy , the
first term in Eq.~8!.

The ion current is really a diamagnetic current prop
tional to Ti(]n/]x)/nB for constantTi . If the electron tem-
perature is also constant, then its current is proportiona
Te(]n/]x)/nB and thus also proportional to an exponent
in Ay . Hence, under the assumption of constantTe and con-
stantTi in the layer, as measured in MRX, one should exp
to get the Harris profile forB.
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We note that it cannot be argued that the electron dis
bution is necessarilya shifted Maxwellian~or even a solu-
tion of the Vlasov equation! since frictional electron–ion
collisions would distort such a shifted Maxwellian. Howeve
this distortion is small and should not modify the electr
current from being proportional to the exponential inAy .
Therefore, it does not affect the Harris solution, i.e., Eqs.~7!
and ~8! hold. At the same time, the electron–ion collisio
integral gives rise to the resistivity termh j y . This term is
balanced by an induced electric fieldEy which produces an
additionalx directed flow,Vx , bringing magnetic field lines
into the layer to be reconnected.~Taking theVy moment of
the Fokker–Planck equation yields Ohm’s law,Ey1Vx

3Bz5mneiVy /e5h j y .) However, the reconnection tim
scale (d/Vx) is much longer than the dynamical time sca
~the ion crossing time!. Therefore, the finite resistivity term
introduces only a higher-order correction to the Harris so
tion. If the resistivity is anomalous, the remarks above s
apply with the resistivity replaced by the anomalous resis
ity.

The Harris model has been generalized further by S.
Mahajan14 to include time dependence, cylindrical geomet
and various density and velocity profiles. Generally, the
lutions must be determined numerically. However, wh

FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental setup showing flux-cores and magnetic probe
ray. ~b! Schematic of pull reconnection.~c! Time evolution of poloidal flux
calculated from magnetic probe data, showing the development of a q
steady-state neutral sheet.
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FIG. 2. Shown are reconnecting field~top! and current
density~bottom! radial profiles taken in one plasma dis
charge.BZ(R) data are fit to the Harris sheet magnet
field profile modified by a background quadrupole fiel
Eq. ~19!, from which j u(R) is deduced, Eq.~20!.
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ions drift in the toroidal direction (y direction in Cartesian
coordinates! with constant angular velocityv5Viu /r , an
analytical solution is found,15 with

Bz5B0 tanhS r 22r 0
2

r 0d D , ~18!

where r 0 is the radial position of the center of the curre
sheet.

The ‘‘Harris sheet’’ solution is a simple analytical equ
librium solution for a plasma confined between opposit
directed magnetic fields. The convenient analytical expr
sions for theBz , j y , andp profiles and the sheet thicknessd
lend themselves to direct comparisons with both compu
simulations and experiments. However, it is important
keep in mind the limitations and assumptions of the Ha
model, including the fact that it is 1D and does not inclu
the effects of reconnection and associated electric fields,
to find out how reconnection and 2D effects modify the H
ris equilibrium.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Experiments for this research have been performed
the MRX device.5 The attainable magnetic Lundquist num
berS is 300–1000. Figure 1~a! shows the present experime
tal setup in MRX. Two flux cores with 37.5 cm major rad
and 9.4 cm minor radii are installed in the vacuum ves
Inside each core, there is a four-turn, PF coil that car
toroidal current and a helical 36-turn toroidal solenoid~TF
coil! that also acts as a one-turn toroidal current coil.
properly programming currents in the PF and TF co
plasma current and toroidal field can be prescribed, indep
dent of the sense of helicity in the toroidal solenoid. T
coils are powered by two sets of capacitor banks, each
them containing eight 60mF, 20 kV capacitors and 50–10
kJ of stored energy.

The present experiments are conducted in the double
nular plasma setup, in which two toroidal plasmas with a
nular cross sections are formed independently around
y
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,
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flux cores. Magnetic reconnection is then driven in the qu
rupole field. By pulsing currents in the TF coils after a qua
rupole poloidal magnetic field has been established by the
coil currents, plasmas are created around each flux core
to inductive poloidal electric fields. At the same time, a co
mon annular plasma forms outside the two inner plasm
surrounding each flux core. Thus, the magnetic field dom
can be divided into a public domain and two private d
mains. Once the annular plasmas are created, the PF
current can be increased or decreased. In the case of inc
ing PF coil current, the poloidal flux in each plasma
‘‘pushed’’ toward the X-point~push mode!. In the case of
decreasing PF coil current, the poloidal flux in the pub
region is ‘‘pulled’’ back toward the x-point~pull mode!, as
illustrated in Fig. 1~b!.

In the present MRX experiments, pull mode has be
utilized without an magnetic axial field@the third vector
component, in the toroidal directionu in Fig. 1~a!#. In this
so-called ‘‘null-helicity’’ reconnection, the direction of th
field lines changes sharply at the reconnection point. Fig
1~c! shows the time evolution of measured poloidal flux co
tours during null-helicity reconnection. It should be not
that the pull mode geometry shares some common geom
cal features with the plasma sheet at the magnetotail
which time variation of the ring current and cross-tail cu
rents induces magnetic reconnection, as well as with hel
streamer structures in the solar corona.

To document the internal magnetic structure of the
connection in a single shot, two-dimensional magnetic pro
arrays are placed in anR–Z plane, as shown in Fig. 1~a!.
Density and electron temperatureTe are measured using
triple Langmuir probe. Ion temperatureTi is estimated using
Doppler spectroscopy of the Hb line, based on fast charge
exchange times on the order of 1ms, and ion flows are mea
sured using a Mach probe. Plasma parameters are as foll
B;0.5–1.0 kG,ne;0.122.031014 cm23, Te;5 – 20 eV,
andTi;10– 30 eV.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Measurement of neutral sheet profiles

It was found previously that driven reconnection
MRX generates an axisymmetric neutral sheet.6 It is natural
to ask whether the Harris equilibrium, which was derived
a 1D equilibrium between a confining magnetic field a
plasma pressure, could be observed and whether the m
netic reconnection process would affect the neutral sheet
files given in Eqs.~12!–~17!.

FIG. 3. Measured neutral sheet thicknessd vs ~a! ion skin depthc/vpi and
~b! vs theoretical Harris value given by Eq.~17!.
s

ag-
o-

Precise magnetic field profiles of the MRX neutral she
have been measured by a high-resolution 1D magnetic p
array, which contains magnetic pickup coils every 5 mm, a
is inserted radially across the neutral sheet. Figure 2 sh
the time evolution of measuredBZ(R) data, which are fitted
to

BZ~R!52B0 tanh@~R2R0!/d#1b1R1b2 , ~19!

from which the current densityj u is derived,

j u~R!5
B0

m0d
sech2@~R2R0!/d#. ~20!

The factorsb1 and b2 are determined by the backgroun
quadrupole and equilibrium fields. The latter is applied
keep the plasma in a desirable position. The factorb1 does
not appear in Eq.~20! because it is canceled exactly b
]BR /]Z of the background quadrupole field. Note that t
MRX coordinatesR, u, andZ correspond tox, y, andz in the
Harris model. Betweent'260ms andt'275ms, the recon-
nection layer is maintained in quasi steady-state. It should
noted that, as reported previously,5 the BZ data also fit well
to an arctangent, leading to a Lorentzian profile forj u . In
our systematic studies, error functions~which lead to Gauss-
ian j u! do not give as good a fit as either hyperbolic tange
or arctangents. Since this paper focuses on the physical
ture of the Harris model, only hyperbolic tangent fitting
shown. The difference between using Eqs.~19! and ~18! for
fitting is negligible due to the large aspect ratioR0@d in
MRX.

The neutral sheet thicknessd can be determined accu
rately from the fit in Eqs.~19! and ~20!. By varying the
discharge voltage and using both hydrogen and deuterium
d
FIG. 4. Radial profiles of~top! reconnecting field and toroidal current density,~middle! plasma pressure, and~bottom! plasma thermal plus magnetic fiel
pressure. Static equilibrium is maintained fromt'260–270ms.
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gas~to change the density and mass, respectively!, a range of
d ’s and c/vpi’s were measured experimentally. Figure 3~a!
shows that the data match well withd'0.35c/vpi , i.e., d
scales withc/vpi . The modified Harris theory gives a pre
diction for dHarris, as given in Eq.~17!. Experimentally,d,
c/vpi , andA2Vs /Vdrift are all determined independently, s
we can compared versusdHarris. Figure 3~b! shows good
agreement betweend anddHarris.

The 1D Harris solution should satisfy MHD force ba
ance, j yBz5¹p, which simplifies to p1Bz

2/2m0

5constant. Radial profiles ofne and pressurep5n(Te

1Ti) in MRX have been measured to check this static fo
balance. The radial profiles ofBZ(R), j u(R) and p(R) are
shown in Fig. 4. The third row of Fig. 4 plots the radi
profile of p1BZ

2/2m0 , which shows that MHD force balanc
is satisfied during the central time of reconnection but no
the beginning or at the end of the reconnection phase. In
early phase of reconnection (t&255 ms!, magnetic pressure
dominates the total pressure profile and reconnection dr
low-beta plasma into the neutral sheet region. When pla
pressure increases to balance the magnetic pressut
'255– 272ms!, equilibrium is established to maintain qua
steady-state reconnection. In the Sweet–Parker model,
situation is described as a steady flow of plasma frozen
the magnetic field from theR direction to theZ direction. In
MRX, strong ion heating16 and compressibility7 create a state
of excess kinetic pressure in the neutral sheet (t*272 ms!,
breaking the pressure balance.

The excellent fit of MRX magnetic data points to th
Harris profile and the agreement between measured and
dictedd are remarkable since the MRX plasma is undergo
reconnection. However, based on the discussions in Se
regarding the effects of dissipation, the excellent agreem
indicates that the Harris profile is the most natural one fo
quasi steady-state reconnecting plasma sheet. Phenom
logically, since dissipation is related to an effective resist
ity through Ohm’s law along the current sheet,h j y5Ey

2VxBz , one expects that static equilibrium in thex direction
(R in MRX! can be maintained during the reconnection p
cess providedVx!VA , which is satisfied in MRX (Vx /VA

&0.1).
The precise determination of the magnetic field profile

MRX has enabled a detailed study of the neutral sheet th
nessd as a function of other relevant parameters. It is fou
that d;c/vpi . In anti-parallel reconnection cases in MRX
the ion gyro-radiusr i is on the order ofc/vpi . This indicates
the importance of pressure balance~betweenp andB0

2/2m0!
and ion gyro-motion in determining the structure of reco
nection region. This result is in rough agreement with n
merical simulations10–13 and observations in the geotail an
the magnetopause.3 The detailed features of the neutral she
profile provide a good indicator for the nature of magne
reconnection.

B. Enhanced ion heating and ion flows in the
reconnection layer

One of the most important local physics issues for m
netic reconnection is how magnetic energy is converted
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plasma thermal energy. Figure 5 shows the time evolution
global Ti and localTe during magnetic reconnection in he
lium discharges. TheseTi measurements are based on cho
averaged Doppler spectroscopy of the HeII 4686 Å line.
Plasma light is collected along a sightline located in t
planeZ50 cm and tangent to the reconnection layer atR
537.5 cm. It is seen that the averageTi rises initially to-
gether withTe but later surpassesTe by as much as a facto
of three. It is difficult to obtain precise spectral measu
ments ofTi in hydrogen discharges, although the hydrog
data show very similar trends. Recently, local ion heat
due to reconnection has been identified16 in MRX using
more rigorous measurements from a novel spectrosc
probe17 placed inside the neutral sheet. These results are
ported in detail elsewhere.16 The significant ion heating wa
found to be much larger than the values predicted by cla
cal dissipation.

Mach probe measurements show downstream ion fl
along the neutral layerViZ(Z) ~for R537.5 cm!, as shown in
Fig. 6. Using an unmagnetized fluid sheath theory18 general-
ized for Ti*Te , it is shown that the maximumViZ&0.2VA

'10 km/s. The Mach probe measurements were calibra
using Doppler shifts obtained by the spectroscopy probe.
sub-Alfvénic flow is understood to result from high down

FIG. 5. Time evolution of globalTi ~measured using Doppler spectroscop
in helium discharges! andTe , showing fast ion heating.

FIG. 6. Ion downstream flow speed along the neutral layer, as measure
a Mach probe, is established early during the reconnection phase,t5250
ms. The flow remains sub-Alfve´nic throughout the quasi steady-state pu
reconnection phase (VA'60 km/s!.
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stream pressure and moderate¹p in the Z direction.7 The
flow speed is seen to increase linearly along the layer fr
Z50→10 cm. The peak flow velocity differs from classic
MHD reconnection models, which predict Alfve´nic ion out-
flows.

The observed enhanced ion heating cannot be du
thermalization of energetic flows. Instead, it is likely that t
heating is caused by fluctuations which are also believe
play a dominant role in determining the plasma resistiv
and ultimately the reconnection rate.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The neutral sheet profile during magnetic reconnect
has been measured precisely in MRX. The magnetic fi
profile is seen to agree remarkably well with the Harris sh
profile even though the Harris theory does not take into
count reconnection and associated dissipation. The meas
neutral sheet thicknessd is seen to scale with the ion ski
depthc/vpi according tod'0.4c/vpi over a wide range of
discharge conditions. These results imply that that one
include the effects of quasi-steady state reconnection wi
the basic formulation of the Harris sheet. Because the shi
Maxwellian velocity distribution function satisfies the fu
Fokker–Planck equation~leaving out the small electron–io
collision term!, it appears also to be the natural state fo
reconnecting plasma.

It is also found that a static force balance is maintain
between incoming magnetic field and the neutral sh
plasma pressure during the quasi-steady state phase of r
nection. Deviation from pressure balance occurs in the
ginning and ending phases without changing the magn
profile shape from that of the Harris solution. It was found16

that a significant amount of magnetic energy is converted
thermal energy of the neutral sheet plasma during recon
tion and that the energy conversion rate is much larger t
the value expected from classical dissipation mechanism
earlier studies, it was found that a generalized Sweet–Pa
model, which incorporates compressibility, downstre
pressure and the effective resistivity, can explain the rec
nection rate in MRX.7,8

A significant implication of the MRX results to date
that a stable 2D reconnection neutral sheet with axisymm
m
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ric geometry is consistent with both the Sweet–Parker
the Harris models with generalizations. Resistivity enhan
ment is observed during reconnection in the collisionless
gime. Experimental measurements of the neutral sheet th
nessd agree well with our modified Harris theory for a non
isothermal plasma (TeÞTi). The relationshipd'0.4c/vpi

;r i suggests thatVdrift is limited to a value equal to a con
stant on the order of 3 or 4 times the ion thermal spee8

These results lead us to suspect that a current-driven in
bility might be excited to limit the current. Immediate futur
efforts on MRX will be devoted to identifying the cause
the enhanced resistivity, including macro- and micr
instabilities.
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